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Adhanom, Michael
Some unforgettable memories I have about Humboldt, are winning conference for soccer and throwing freshman in the trash can. : )

Almquist, Virginia
It is time to graduate! Thanks to everyone who has been important in my life. Thanks to my family, the love of my life, and my best friend Lidia. MI, SJ, HL, SS, BW, JD, RX, AF, MS, NW, JE, DF, FL and to everyone else. I will always cherish these past four years.

Anderson, Kari
My junior year was fun because I got to take a tour of the Metrodome with my physics class. We got to go into the Gophers locker room. My other memory I have is going to my first prom and it was held in the Metropolitan building, and I got to dance with 3 girls.

Applequist, James
My junior year was fun because I got to take a tour of the Metrodome with my physics class. We got to go into the Gophers locker room. My other memory I have is going to my first prom and it was held in the Metropolitan building, and I got to dance with 3 girls.

Aliyi, Rahima

Amos, Rico
I will always remember all the nice teachers, the first time I met Archie, and the time Rich fell into a puddle.

Anguiano, Lorena
My favorite times were when I played on the sports teams. In my sophomore year, I was elected to the Wells Fargo All Tournament team. That was awesome! I would like to thank my mom and my coaches for helping and guiding me.

Bailey, Adrien
I remember my first football game at Humboldt. It was a fun experience. My first percussion concert at Humboldt was a blast. All my friends and I had a good time.
Barragon, Susana

We made it "09" class! It seems like yesterday was my 1st day in Humboldt. I can't believe high school is already over. "The stupidest question is the one that's not asked." Thank you mom and dad for being there everyday. I would like to thank friends, TH, BS, TS for being there every step of the way and making high school happy and fun. "09" Baby!!

Benner, Joseph

I would like to thank my family, grandma, mom, uncle and many more, I did it!! UB for helping me get through school I couldn't have done it without you. To my boo BM I love you I always will. Last but not least all the seniors "09" we did it. My peeps FT, DF, TK, GW, AH, KL, JE, KS, EC, SS, FL, JD, AHx2, CY, KL and everyone else stay up. Im out!!!

Bilek, Alisha

"Be the change you want to see in the world." - M. Gandhi

I would like to thank everyone who helped me this far, my friends and family. I am so glad to be graduating and going on to college. CS, KS, AB, JB, NH, LM, SU, RR.

Bierman, Maria

Brown, Andrea

First, I want to start off by thanking my mom. Without her, I wouldn't have gotten this far. My mom has helped me so much. Mom, we did it! Now let's get to my girls, Kanisha Jones, Kimaya Smith, Sykora Gregory, Elainna Chapman, Samantha Mancheski, Maria Bierman, and all my girls from my other school (Wayzata High School). I know I'mma see y'all but still going to miss y'all. Now I can't forget about my opposite sex friends. No need for names! Lol, I'm so happy I made it to the end of this amazing but crazy road. "Dont ask my neighbors, come to me/ Dont be afraid of what you see"

-The emotions.

Buse, Zachary

"Courage is doing what you're afraid to do. There can be no courage unless you're scared." Thank you mom, dad and everyone else who didn't give up on me.
Carter, John
My best memory was when I was selected twice on the adapted All-State tournament team. I would like to thank Ms. Paulson for bringing me this far.

Cervantes, Monce

Chapman, Tyree

Cheng, Vue Pao

Castillo, Osbaldo
I'm Hot and I know I'm Hot! Lol

Chapman, Elainna

Cheng, Michael

Cloud-Guerrero, Steven
It's not how you do it, it's how it's done.
Collins, Destiny

My time is up here. This has been my greatest experience ever. I wouldn't change it for anything in the world. It's time we close this chapter, and start a new one. Class of 2009.

Colquitt, Lanierce

Cooper, Josh

I would like to thank my family for helping me through out high school. Thanks to my teachers for putting up with me. I would like to thank all my friends: SS,GW,BW,TK,JT,DF,RB,HL,AH,KL, AF,FL,AG,ML. Thanks to everyone. #30 in the playbook. #1 in your heart.

Day, Jesse

Debowska, Ola

Yo quisiera agradecer a mi familia especialment a mis padres and brother Nick Diaz. To all my friends and teachers thanks for being there for me especially my comader Lourdes Sanchez and Blanca Eguia. "09"

Dominguez, Yasmin

Diaz, Sarah

Drakeford, Tyree
Durbin, Brittany
I remember the first day I came to this school, I was scared out of my mind! I've made a lot of new friends and have joined the adapted soccer team. The rest of my high school career is going to hopefully be just as fun.

Engel, Jordan
Momma and Mike...I love you guys lots and wouldn't have made it without you! EJ - Many great times, thanks for everything!! Much love to my baby DH...I love you xoxo. And to my seniors we made it! You know who you are will miss you all. HL-dont forget:

Farrell, Saritha
Transferring to Humboldt my junior year and getting lost the first day; supportive teachers who took the time to get to know me personally (Ms. G., you rock!); and all my wonderful friends, especially the Fantastic Four: PRICELESS.

Fields, Domonick
I want to give a shout out to the whole senior class and my two twin chawwewes RB and JT. All the underclassmen and my coaches for staying strong through tough seasons. I want to give a special thanks to all my family especially Uncle James and Aunt Sue, because I couldn't do it without you. Thank you to all the teachers that had to deal with me through my high school career. And thank you to BO for laying with me through my high school career you were a big inspiration to me. If I forgot anyone my bad much luv!

Flores, Coralia
I have good memories of Adapted sports, Prom and Homecoming. Thank you to Ms.Paulson, Ms.Alica, Ms.Peggy and Ms.Donna. I love you dad, Cliff, Morgan, Orillon, Anna, Mom and Galen.

France, Halle
I wanna thank all my teachers and my parents. The thing that I remember most is when the soccer team won the city conference and I was selected as ALL-STATE player. Thanks coaches and teammates; and the rest I forgot to mention.

Galvan, Katia
I just want to thank all my teachers, my parents and friends. I'll always remember them, and I want to thank all the girls from the soccer team, I'm proud of you girls and keep it up!!

Galvan, Rodrigo
Garman, Kristan
First, I would like to thank my family for believing in me. Second, I would like to thank the teachers who helped me. Also, all of my friends.

Greenwood, Ben

Halvorson, Andrew

Her, Ma

Graves, Joseph

Gregory, Sykora

Hansen, Shantilla
I remember hanging out in JROTC. I remember doing the school musical in 10th grade. I remember my friends JB, KG, JH, and others sticking with me through it all. Thanks guys! We finally did it! '09 Baby!

Her, Ye Moua
Hernandez, Priscilla

I just wanted to say thanks to my mom for always pushing me to go to school and being there for me. Thank you mom. Love you. Samantha Garcia, Samantha Smith, Feliciana Zuniga Martinez.

Hicks, Ayana

Hill, Desirea

Jenniges, Richard

When I was a freshman and almost got thrown in the trash by my big brother and his friends. But I kicked the trash over and they got mad and let me go. But I got my brother back.

Jackson, Dedric

Johnson, Victoria

Jones, Kaneisha

I'm going to miss my homgirls Andrea Brown, Kimaya Smith, Sykora Gregory, Elainna Chapman, Mancheski, Maria Bierman, And all my home boys. I'm glad that I have made it to the end of this "interesting" school year.

"The world is mine when I wake up! I don't need nobody telling me the time."

-Erykah Badu

Fontanez, Brittney

When I met my friends for the first time, funny when I met Ms. Godfrey for the first time I thought she was really nice.

No photo available
Jone's, Lejuan
To all of my friends new and old.
Ginny, Lidia, Sina, Forrest, Val, Nicole, Big Ben, Jesse, Sam, Karina, Anita, Sammie, Ben, Rhia, Kai, Mark Anthony, Hondo, Katie, Mike Brown, Katie, Dave, Dom, Wophat, Bri, Ivan, Mario, Myranda, Shiny, Kayla, Becca, Lil Mosca, Lil Schlief, Everyone in Big Easy's Class, and everyone I missed.
~"09~

Korey, Ahmed

Karlson, Amy
There are two ways of spreading light to be the candle, or the mirror reflecting it. Thanks for the memories: RM, IA, MM, NW, HA, BS, MO

Kirk, Trevor
My best memory was playing basketball with the same group of guys for 4 years. I want to thank my family for helping me through high school. I also want to thank all my friends... RB, JT, DF, SS, JD, GW, BW, JG, SM, AH, KL, KL, RJ, HL, JE, FL, GT. I cannot forget about the teachers that helped me the most! McCloud, Behnke, Elizondo, Richardson and Ms.C

Kearns, Briana
Thanks Mom and Dad-for putting up with me and always being there when I needed you most. It was a rough road and I finally made it. My inspiration is my son, Braiden, everything is and will be for him. Ekblad and Larson-Thanks for everything! To all my friends especially my girls... KM, KL, TM, BM, BR, TL, AH, JE, TW, MV, HL, SD, TG and my first love BM.
Congrats class of '09
With love,
Briana

Larmie, Evonne

Jones, Sparkle
"We may encounter many defeats, but we must not be defeated."
-Maya Angelou

Jones, Steven
To all of my friends new and old.
Ginny, Lida, Sina, Forrest, Val, Nicole, Big Ben, Jesse, Sam, Karina, Anita, Sammie, Ben, Rhia, Kai, Mark Anthony, Hondo, Katie, Mike Brown, Katie, Dave, Dom, Wophat, Bri, Ivan, Mario, Myranda, Shiny, Kayla, Becca, Lil Mosca, Lil Schlief, Everyone in Big Easy's Class, and everyone I missed.
~"09~
Larocque, Katie
The first person I wanna say thank-you to is my dad. He has always been there when I needed him the most and pushing me through everything to make me who I am today. I also wanna say thanks to my brothers, my sisters, mom, aunt for being there. To all the teachers who had to deal with me and never giving up on me thanks so much! I wanna say thanks to KM, BA, SS, JT, DF, JD, HL, AH, RB, GW, FL DC, TK and everyone else! SENIORS WE DID IT! 2009

Lee, Chue
WOW!!! Already a senior, I remember yesterday was just the first day of my freshman year. I have had a great time at Humboldt. I'd like to thank Larson, Ekblad, Warren, Laconic, Gonzalez, Martinson, Lc Johnson, Sgt Hurd, Milazzo, Vanderhyde, Schlukebier for 4 great long years here at Humboldt and their motivation. Also to KM, TL, MC, CV, CY, MY.

Lee, pheng

Lee, Thong

Lloyd, Forrest
Graduating at sixteen is a gift that I'm happy to receive! I have had fun through out my years here at Humboldt. I just wanna say thank you to all the people that have helped me get through high school, mainly friends, teachers and my banni. I love you Toni and always will. I'm going to miss a lot of people, but it's time to grow up. I'll never forget the times or the friends I had here. CLASS OF 2009!

Mancheski, Samantha
Fun is what I had with all of ya'll I'm not naming anybody if you feel I should of listed you I love you too!! Thanks to everybody for helping me get through skewl day to today. It was fun. Thanks to my teachers and friends. Much love and best wishes.

Larson, Heather
The first person I want to say thank-you to is my mother. She has been by my side the whole time. I would also like to thank my teachers for pushing me to get my homework done. Now to the seniors...Make yourself known! Go Big or Go Home! I RUN THIS!
McDonough, Kayla Rae
First I would like to thank my parents Dan and Tiffany for pushing me through the good and the bad times. Also I would thank my friends!! My BFF Katie Larocque that’s my girl and my other girls Britt, Kately, Toni and her sis Nikki, Ayana, Tati and Jay. I love my sisters to death and my nani and papa. And last my big brother Carlos. The homies Josh, Ricky, Jesse, Trevor, Sam and Jake love ya’s

Medina del Angel, Lidia
I want to thank my family and god for helping me make it this far in life. Especially my mom and dad for always being here for me. My sisters and brother who have always cheered me up. As well as being the best friend Ginny who is like my sister. You know I love you with all my heart especially my baby who I will always care about.

Meza, Alvaro

Maxwell, Derrick
Yeah I remember when I came here 10th grade, it was fun some of the homies were here so I stayed. This school was aight, lease I graduated hahaha....

McMorris, Ebony

Medina, Daniel
Oh my gosh!!! It’s been a long journey for me!. Wow for 6 years at Humboldt I’m very proud of myself that I made it this far and I wake up as a senior! It’s time to say good BYE!! I want to say thank you to my mom and my two older brothers for all the support for helping me this far, in becoming a senior without you guys I would be nothin!!! (Also, much thanks to all my teachers!) MUCH LOVE AND PEACE! ‘09 baby!!! =]
Moua, Kai

Every step you take will be a step of regret, just make sure it's a regret you can live with.

Musse, Saada


Nellum, Anthony

Navarro, Alejandro

First I would like to thank my mom and dad for what they have done for me. I would also like to thank my coaches (wrestling, football). "I want to kick a ball." they have made me better at sports. I would now like to say peace, love, respect to all those who I hung out with and played sports with, it was good knowing u all. It's my tym now so keep lowrden son, I'm out, "Hondezzy"

Nguyen, Ngoc Mai

English, Math, Science and Art class are my favorite classes. I really love all the field trips that I went to; Mississippi River by a big boat, Minnesota Zoo, and Civicfest. These field trips were very amazing and interesting. Actually, they were my special time in high school.

Olivares, Mark

Over the years that I have walked the halls of my school Humboldt High School, I have seen a lot of things. My freshmen yeah when I here to see Julian Mancha win state in wrestling. Sophmore when I first performed with the band. Jr. year I made it through to the point with all my credits, no screw up's. And now my senior year, when we begin the rest of our lifes as adults. I would like to shout out to all my friends, homies, vatos, etc...Ya know who you are! "09" rocks!

Oub, Sina
Pennington, Rich

Great times with LC,TJ,PT,SA,LB,VA,MS,NW.CV anyone I forgot. Thanks to PO,CV,TB,MM and Col.Johnson, SFC. Hard you guys will keep me Lqtm for years to come. "High school unforgettable times amazing memories".

Prithard, Alexandria

Favorite memories? I don't even remember what I did this morning. But what up to DM,SM,EC, the mexicans, Sergio, that one girl Angelica, cant forget about the white guys and everyone else.

Purtell, Andrew

Being a senior is great and everything that I've experienced; which I thank god for. I'm also thankful to all the teachers and staff here who helped me learn new things everyday. A shout out to all my friends and classmates (whom I'll never forget): Valeria P., Sarah D., Adriana T., Lidia M., JA, RB, and lot more. Also I want to thank my mother and grandparents for all their support and for always being there for me. Go Hawks!

Pineda, Valeria

I remember my close friends Karina and Adriana. We had our great times talking, laughing and working together. Teachers, I'd like to thank you for supporting, encouraging and preparing me for the future. I'll always remember you!

Romero Andrade, Karina

I really want to thank SO,RS and DM for being great friends. Also the others that helped me survive the four years here at Humboldt. I am really going to miss you guys!

Salazar, Saul
Sath, Satra

Thank you to all of my fellow Humboldt classmates and teachers that was here for me during all my four years attending Humboldt. I'll miss you all especially my chicks Maria Bierman, Kaneisha Jones, Andera Brown, Samie Joe, Elainna Chapman, and my little sister Shamikka Shaheed. I love her to death.

"I'm a movement by myself, but I'm a force when we're together" - Fabolous/ Ne-yo

Smith, Kimaya

I want to say thank you to some of my teachers AP, TL, JG, JO, TB, MM, TK, MG, RB, RG, TO for helping me get through high school. Also to some of my friends GW, BW, JD, TK, HL, AH, DF, JT, RB, KL, KM, SM, FL, RJ, GA, JG, AH.

Sweet, Gillian

Watch your thoughts, they become words, watch your words, they become actions, watch your actions, they become habits, watch your habits, they become your character, watch your character, it becomes your destiny.

Tang, Sophath

"Hard work always take you to where you wanted" I will never forget my favorite math teacher Mr. Berg.

Titus, Joshua

I would like to thank my family, my dad, grandma and most of all my mom. R.I.P. Thanks UB for everything I am on my way. To all my seniors of "09" RB, DF, AH, TK, KL, JD, GW, SS, AHx2, CY and to everyone else one love. I'm out one love!!
I just want to thank your favorite teachers and friends for helping me graduate high school. I would also like to thank my friends SJJ, JO, BW, JO, HL, RB, JT, DF, ML, RJ, KL, FL, GT, AH, JE. And I would like to thank MP, TP, BW, JW, MW, MW, my grandparents and uncles and aunts for always being there for me. I would lastly like to thank LN and EB for being there two best baseball coaches in the world and teaching me how to play the best sport in the world.
Xiong, Pa Kou
Smile everyone. Wow! Everybody was a senior and it well be the last year. Hopefully someday our path will come across.

Yang, Chee
I learn a lot from Humboldt. I like the teaching skills that I was teach.

Yang, PaNhia
I will miss all my friends and teachers in Humboldt Senior High School. Anybody good luck in the future

Yang, Sher

Yang, Sou

Yang, Thai

Yenew, Alemtseshay
Yang, Nai

White, Nicole

"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams" - Eleanor Roosevelt. Thanks for memories Abraham Ponce, A.J. Karlson, Hannah Ackerley

Hamilton, Larry

"You lose money chasing woman; you never lose woman chasing money" My favorite time is when I used to skip class with Joe.

Zuniga-Martineau, Feliciana

First I'd like to thank my mom and family for being there for me and helping me through the years. I love you. Second to all my friends who I'll never forget. I love you all. SG, PH.KM, my sister IM and last but not least my teachers, thank you for helping me make it this far.

Garcia, Samantha

The memory I remember the most from high school was the first time I went to camp Ripley with JROTC. I was nervous to be in JROTC, but in the end, it was all worth it. I was nervous in 9th grade to start in soccer, play basketball and soft with all the older girls, but it was fun and I got better and better in the process. I will miss all my friends, especially Kirsten, Feliciana, Adriana, KaylaRae, Katie Larocque and Ayana Hicks. Thank god we're finally seniors!
Most Unforgettable Senior: Josh Titus and Kanetsha Jones

Most Likely to Succeed: Archie Griffin and Ginny Almquist

Future President: Kwane Collins and Amy Karlson

Most Likely to Trip at Graduation: Joe Benner and Kayla McDoughe

Class Clown: Rich Pennington and Samantha Mancheski

Teachers Worst Nightmare: Steven Jones and Elainna Chapman

Should Be A Couple: Sam Schlie and Heather Lason

Most Athletic: Rodrigo Galvan and Katia Galvan

Most Changed: Rico Amos and Valeria Pineda
Staff

Anne Freeman
Carrie Garcia
Ray Gonzalez
Jane Hall
Joe Hanrahan
Dorothy Hemmer

Margo Hinke
Dianne Hopen
Howard Johnson
Kari Johnson
Bill Katona
Anne Kellogg

Peggy Kipka
Tom Kranz
Timothy Larson
Charlotte Marchalant
Michele Martinson
Jessica Matson
Juniors
sophomores
Romero Andrade
Brian Rosario
Thalia Rosario
Katelyn Schlief
Brittany Schwartz
Fabiola Sevilla
Shamikka Shaheed

Melissa Simmons
Qu'Nece Smith
Andres Soto Dena
Tramaunte Spragging
Brianna Starr
Marisa Stewart
Mia Stewart

Teshon Straub
Heavenly Sutherlin
Jennifer Tapia Dominguez
Chia Thao
Pao Thao
Plia Thao
Teng Thao

Thai Thao
Xai Thao
Xiong Fue Thao
Jorge Topete
Yae Naing Tun
Decanna Turner
Choua Yang

Xia Yang
Theodore Varner
Marco Vasquez
Maricela Vasquez
Briana Wade
Melissa Wiley
Maurice Williams

Carisha Wilson
Tessa Worrall
Ying Xiong
Bao Yang
Bee Yang
James Yang
Mai Yang

Mai Ko Yang
Mai Wa Yang
Pa Nyia Yang
Por Ze Yang
Tong Yang
Tria Yang
Veronica Zambrano
Quentero Mitchum (Captain), Forrest Lloyd (Captain), Deontae Cotton, Chris Yang, Julian Luster, Ty Jackson, Sahmad Nakumbe (Captain), Cortez Adams (Captain), Archie Griffin, Alec Verdeja, Andrew Befort, Vontrez Phelps, Floyd Cotton, Chase Luster, Donovan McGoon, Dononick Fields, Daniel Barba, John Delrio, Alejandro Navarro, Giorgio Davis, Alex Rivera, Fabian Munos, Tadareo Weaver, Davee Devose, Donzeall Epps - Not Pictured: Melvin Dees, Douglas Chapman, Patrick Tinsley, Primo Molina, George Gregory, Isiah Johnson, Rich Pennington, Chrsitian Scott, Dante Banks, Raaj Maan

"You need to come to work and be ready to play"
- Anthony Minus

"Eighty percent of success is showing up."
- Woody Allen

The boys soccer team had another great season. They finished 3rd place in the conference with a 6-4-2 record. Rodrigo Galvan received All State Honors for the 2nd year in a row and they had 2 All Conference selections.

Nick Diaz, Cha Neng Lee, Moses Kulee, Micael Adhanom, Kadir Abjiflar, Ahmed Korey, Cyrus Kulee, Rodrigo Galvan, Bashi Guled, Nate Ashenafi, Carlos Duran, Moises Flores, Abdalla Obsa, Ailaar Abdulle, Abdishakur Mohamud, Miguel Giacomen

James Olatunbuson, Ailaar Abdulle, Micael Adhanom, Niklaus Ludtke, Alli A., Kou Her, Charles Cullington (Captain), Daniel Martinez (Captain), Tou Pao Lee, Ismail Wako, Chue Lee
The 2008 Humboldt Hawks Girls Soccer season was a great one. The team did not win as many games as it would have hoped, but it was extremely competitive. Highlights included shutting out St. Paul Arlington twice (5-0 and 4-0) and holding St. Paul Johnson scoreless in the second half. Katia Galvan, leading scorer, was named St. Paul City Conference Player of the Year and to the All-State team. Jackylina Gomez and Ana Martinez were named to the Honorable Mention All-conference team. Shiny Vang was named the team’s Hardest Worker and Nicole White was named Most Dedicated. It was a great year for the Hawks. Go Hawks!

A lejandrina Fuentes, Stephani Garcia, Myranda Ketchum, Jackylina Gomez, Katia Galvan, Ana Martinez, Jessica Geving, Shiny Vang, Maribel Castillo, Nicole White, Francesca Jirek, Heavenlee Sutherlin

Katia Galvan was named to the Minnesota All-State Team. She also played in the All-Star Game at the Metrodome and was named one of the most valuable players of the game.
Back row left-right: Coach Nelson, Samantha Smith, Kayla McDonough, Ayana Hicks, Katie Larocque (4-year senior), Coach Sielski
Front row: Tanisa Winters, Heather Larson, Rachel Knudsen, Jordan Engel (4-year senior), Toni Mahalla, Brianna McDonough, Briana Kearns
Not pictured: Coach Lee

Captains: Heather Larson, Jordan Engel, Katie Larocque, Kayla Rae McDonough, Briana Kearns, Ayana Hicks
Floor Captain: Katie Larocque

Top Row: Borite Gemada, Tanisa Winters, Briana Kearns, Rachel Knudsen, Coach Sielski
Middle Row: Haua Vang, Alaina Carrion, Worsite Gemada, Fernanda Ambrosia
Bottom Row: Toni Mahalla, Brianna McDonough
Not Pictured: Coach Lee
It was our first year team. We did it all and had fun. We gave away new tennis shoes!!

6 wins- 1 tie- 3 losses

Back Row Left-Right: Coach Schoepfer, Alemtsehay Yenew, Rumon Hasson, LaRonda Strickland, Ansel Remackel, Pong Moua, Yen Moua, Coach Ales
Front Row: Pa Lee, Julia Johnson, Saada Musse, Chue Yang, Tria Yang, Pong Lee, Gaofeng Thao, Mai Na Lee

Hardest working team in the swim business!

Our motto: Swim faster

Left - Right: Kasausha Adams, Cynthia Ibarra, Stephanie Aguirre (Captain), Rachel Mosca (Captain), Brittany Rathbun, Katelyn Schlief (Captain), Nicole Rodriguez, Coach Kowalski
The team is playing very hard despite only playing with six or seven players. John Carter has 16 goals and Trevor Brugman is doing great as a 1st year goalie.
Front Row: Julian Luster, Trevor Kirk, Keith Larocque, Danny Barber & Dominic Campillo
Back Row: Broderick Bell (Coach), Chris Vanderhyde (Coach), Josh Titus, Domonick Fields, Jose Rodriguez, Dallas Jackson, Keith Jackson, Steve Elizondo (Coach) Not Pictured: Donzeal Epps

Front Row: Mario Luna, Francisco Hernandez, Alex Verdeja-Issa, Erwin Clark & Lorenzo Hernandez
Back Row: Isaac Thomas (Coach), Kevin Berry, Matthew Young, Dwain Guest, Tracy Stringer, Donzell Epps, Isaiah Johnson & Russ Christian (Coach)

Front Row: Douglas Chapman & Chris Traxler
Back Row: Antonio Akis, George Gregory, Davee Devose & Coach Jojo Verdeja
"We had a great season finishing 18-9, we won 2 playoff games and placed 2nd in the sub section!"
Johnson Hockey Team, Alex Rivera & Jesse Day

Back Row: Coach Darryl Johnson, Cyrus Kulee, Mohamed Elmi, DaShawn McClenton, Alejandro Navarro, Sahmad Nakume, Keith Taylor, Devon Massie, Ross Kellug
Third Row: Demario Wise, Quentero Mitchum, James Black, Devon Bonds, Cameron Bonds, Chris Yang & Patrick Tinsley
Second Row: Justin Ashfor, Eh Kh Soe Tun Baw, Tu Ni, Alonzo Robinson, Scottie Bonds, Ta Maha Hse, Austin Oana, Antwon Stevenson
First Row: Tha Pye, Alejandro Hernandez, Antonio Delaney, Win Der, Moo Wah, October Lay & Pu Kuar Lay

Devon Bonds, state champ at 130 lbs.
Back Row: Katelyn Schlief (manager), Coach Kowalski, Forrest Lloyd (captain), Deontae Cotton, Derrick Kleis, Fabian Munos, Tadareo Weaver, Stephanie Aguirre (manager)
Front Row: Raaj Maan, Filoyd Cotton, William Hanson, & Tyonche Jackson
Not Pictured: Christian Scott & Chanraksar Wat

Jasmine Hill, Ebony Ingram, Attallah Henderson, Jessica Ingram, Catherine Yang, Katrina Walker, Lamisha Jackson, Lashawn Beverly, Coach Marruffo, Angel Remackel (manager). Not Pictured: Heidi Bass & Kiara Hill (captain)
Front Row: Carrie Jo Anderson, Tabatha Taylor (Captain)
Middle Row: Coach Dan Hugley, DeAvis Luster, Bridget Ekeberg, Wyatt Johnson, Kevin Mosner (Captain)
Top Row: Coach Mary Bohland, Manager Tonya Pattorson, James Yang, Po Yang, Jordan Anderson, & Coach Dave Vibar

Front Row: Thomas Blank, Travis Martin, Halle France, John Goers, Lorena Anguiano, Coach Joan Paulson
Back Row: Coach Matt Osborne, Trevor Brugman, Natasha Mitchell, John Carter, & Domonique Perry
Sports in Action
What a great Sno-Daze week!! The dress-up days were participated in with great enthusiasm. Neon tie dye crazy mixed-up day, formal dress-up career, Minnesota sports team and super hero day were all great. Coronation took place on Tuesday morning, it was beautiful.
Congratulations to King Alejandro Navarro and Queen Kaylarae McDonough. Friday we had the Winter Sport Recognition Assembly, followed by the Hardwood Classic, Student vs. Staff Basketball Game, the staff were triumphant. We ended the week with a fabulous dance.
Asian Club

James Yang, Chong Vang, Carlos Rivera, Virginia Almquist, Enrique Robles, Ger Vang, Mai Der Yang, Gillian Sweet, John Lee, Nicole White, Saritha Farrell, Keng Yang, Aldrin Ravelo & Amy Karlson

Latino Club

Brittany Schwartz, Yuridia Genis, Maribel Castillo, Osbaldo Castillo, Blanca Crespin, Enrique Robles, & Tianna
Back Row: Domonick Fields, Dominic Campillo, Katie Larocque, Jesse Day
Middle Row: Trevor Kirk, Josh Titus, Ayana Hicks, Sam Schlief, Greg Weinlagen, Ben Winship
Front Row: Ricky Burrola, Teresa Larocque, Briana Kearns, Alice Rhines
(Advisor)

Back Row: Pao Thao, Charlotte Marchalant, Sina Oub
Middle Row: Catherine Yang, Carlos Rivera, Keng Yang, Kayla Yang, Amy Karlson, Niklas Luedke
Front Row: Ricardo Roque, Dionne Griffin, Becca Schilling, toriano Scroggins, Oscar Reyes Vega, Deanna Turner, Cyrus Kulee.
Senior Class Council

Dominick Fields
Nicole White
Amy Karlson
Heather Larson
Briana Kearns

Junior Class Council

Miranda Ketcham, Karina Williams, Irene Martinez, Shiny Vang, Kayla Yang, John Reardon, GaoFeng Thao, Samantha Smith, Patrick Tinsley

Not Pictured: Chris Yang, Mario Luna
Upward Bound

Wendy Placko, Administrative Assistant; Mari Tototzingtle, Program Director; Denice Stocker, Administrative Assistant; Kia Thao, Academic Advisor; Grant Kemen, Academic Advisor

From left to right: Wendy Placko, Mari Tototzingtle, Denice Stocker, Kia Thao, and Grant Kemen.
Choir Members:
DeAnte Applequist, Amanda Heiple, KayRu Htoo, Jessica Ingram, Devota Irishura, Megan Ketchum, Riesha Keyes, Yoha Lee, Ko Moo, Sara Powell, Hailey Spears, Gaofeng Thao, Kai Thao, Nicole White, Aye Mi San, Ger Yang, Darartu Worku, Mai Vang, Lexey Jirak

Piano Students:
7th graders: Io Mae Apelacio, Rianna Barrett, James Bradley, Lisabeth Cadenas-Santoyo, Alexandra Carrion, Daniel Choeurn, Caylyn Copeskey, Denise Ford, David Esparza, Arthur Grijim, Georgina Guevara, Matthew Hessler, Youa Lee, Mai Lee Lor, Solina Nhil, Sweetsel Ravelo, Nicole Rocha, Yadira Rocque, Yobanna Sanchez Rosas, Lope Trushenski, Nancy Yang, Cemtria Washington, Samirra White, Der Yang, Phoua Yang, Angelica Zambrano
8th graders: Tony Campanaro, Tay Chang, Cindy Firman, Reo Ford, Kay Htoo, Kyaw Kyaw Lwin, Beatriz Sus Martinez, Ko Moo, Mai Khouch Moua, Suzy Tekle, Foua Thao, Sai Tau Thao, Ashley Yang, Michael Yang, Nkaujnhag Yang
9th graders: Stephanie Aguirre, Alaina Carrion, Blanca Crespin, Francisco Diaz, Meagan Ketcham, Ana Laura Martinez, Amanda Melvin, Pang Houa Moua, Ngoc Ha Nguyen, Hilda Wwusua, Maren Rodriguez, Ivan Roque, Aye Mi San, Vandy Thao, KaYing Vang, Shouna Vue, Catherine Yang
10th graders: Avin Firman, Kimberlyn Fuby Pa Lee, Michael Moua, Yer Moua, Pyit One, Mia Stewart
11th Graders: Aubrie Atkins, Riesha Keyes, Gaofeng Thao, Song Thao, Houa Vang
12th Graders: Michael Cheng, Kwame Collins, Thong Lee, Tong Lee Valeria Pineda, Karina Romero Andrade, Gillian Sweet, Xee Ho Vang, Chee Yang, Nai Yang
"Students work hard and rehearse ever day." - Kristin Kusche
Winter Play "Witness to the Prosecution" by Agatha Christie

Participants: Luis Romero, Angeloah Remackel, Kelsey Fournier, Micayla dodd, Sara Powell, Rakem New, Rachel Mosca, Sahmad Nakumbe, Joseph Lewis, Christopher Richard, Tiana Tucker, Herman Eliasen, John reardon, Michael Murphy, Rebecca Schilling, Mohamed Amin Kedir, Ashley Becker, Rico Amos, Chong Vang, Amy Karlson, Briana Kearns, Adriana Torres, Shantilla Hansen, Domonick Fields, Nicole White, Cha Yang, Jeff Lillie, Toriano Scroggins, Pao Thao, Charles Cullington III, Mia Cullington, Karina Williams, Emilio Velasquez, Archie Griffin, & Rich Pennington

Park Square Theater Workshop
friendship

we share... we care... we serve... we learn...
Club 2008-09

today's students.... tomorrow's leaders
1st Period

1st: Dan Martinez, Jesus Navarro, Lidia Medina, Christian Romero, Erica Martinez, Aracele Vang, Teng Thao
2nd: Ginny Almquist, Chong Vang, Moises Kulee, Pheng Lee, Jetzael Bautista, Vic Gonzalez, Doua Vang
3rd (Back Row): Stephen Jones, Emmanuel Mendez, Ben Bauman, Sylvester Middlebook, Emilio Velasquez, Yang Xiong
Not Shown: Adriana Torres & Andrew Purtell

3rd Period

Seated: Bridget Ekeberg, & Ray Carothers
Standing: Aldrin Ravello, Oscar Vega, Carlos Rivera, Matthew Young, Dante Banks, James Black
Not Shown: Nicole White, Antonio Akis, Momin, Lourdes Sanchez
JROTC

4th Period
1st: Alejandrina Fuentes, Sitiny Vang, Kelsey Fournier, Kevin Sarmiento, Jeff Lillie
2nd: Travis Stringer, Rojelio Mata, Raul Ramirez, Christian Scott, Terrance Perry
Not Shown: Antonio Epps

2nd Period
Zekeya Johnson, Mai Der Yang, Tong Vang, Joe Padilla, Angel Morales

6th Period
1st: Jasmin Dominguez, Bee Yang, James Yang, Cha Yang, Hamshel Kulee
2nd: Steven Cloud, Brittany Rathbun, Marissa Bugg-Vos, Tyson Tran, Roberto Rodriguez
Not Shown: Edward James
JROTC activities

Competitions & Annual Picnic
JROTC Activities

JCLC Summer Camp & Junior Achievement
Military Ball

Cake-Cutting Ceremony
Senior's Saber Arch
Lieutenant Colonel Chong Vang participating in Public Achievement.

A group of cadets working together on their topic for Public Achievement.

Lourdes and Oscar working hard together for Public Achievement.

Cades thinking hard about Public Achievement.

A group of cadets working collaborately on a poster for Public Achievement.
Enrique Robles, Subira Walker, Hollie Morrow, Paige Tuit

Tila Hansen, Kristin Garman, Daniel Medina, Kody Jenniges, Heather Herrera
Hollie Morrow, Tiana Tucker, Brittany Schwartz, Subira Walker, Luis Romero
Brianna Behrends, Paige Tuit, Andy Star
AVID students lead a tutorial session for Cherokee Heights parents on AVID strategies.

Above: AVID parents and students celebrate together with treats.
Below: AVID students present to parents about the power of AVID
Clockwise from upper left: Niklas Luedtke, John Reardon, Kayla Yang, Rebecca Schilling, Karina Williams, Giovanni Tello, Carlos Rivera, Hussein Abdi, Ngoc Mai, Mr. Barnett, Cha Yang, Gavin Zhong.

Jesus Giacoman, Davee Devose, Deontae Cotton, Sasha Cummings, Amador Rodriguez, Chue Yang, Mike Wilk, Señorita Spicer
Students type up their stories for publication. Students are responsible for interviewing sources, writing stories, taking pictures, laying pages out, and selling advertisements.

"These are some of the hardest working students at Humboldt." Ms. Anderson
Micayla Dodd, Julio Rosario, Mo Vue, Rachel Mosca, Ka Yng Vang, Sarah Powell
Senior Staff...
Ricky Burrola, Jesse Day, Katie Larocque, Forrest Lloyd, Kai Moua

Staff in training...
Cortez Adams, Mario Luna, Irene Martinez
Hollie Morrow, Rebecca Schilling, GaoFeng Thao, Subira Walker, Karina Williams
Student & Faculty Basketball Game